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DESIRE FOR EXERCISING REGULARLY:

what was the result of your holiday tasks? Did you

find difficulties in this work with the imagination, or was it

successful? with regard to the illusion that you do not have

time in which to do such work. I must tell you that this will

only disappear after you have made many, many efforts. Then

you will get quite naturally the desire to work, just as you

desire to eat and drink and walk when the weather is fine. The

human being is able to acquire the things that he tries to do

reguIArly. even if there is a great effort at the beginning.

We cannot escape this difficult threshold. but once we have

crossed it we will have the interest to work regularly, and

this desire for the work will come of itself. Try to remember

this simple law. that if you make an effort now, you will get

the desire to work later on. Even if you have an idea about

this. it will give you energy and power.‘ Try to remember this

when you next get a task.

Criticism: Two Kinqs
  

 

Now I'd like to make a short criticism of the Two ninrs

Performance which we saw at the end of last term. To
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begin with, I feel that you have lost c little the quality of the

fairy tale. It hau become more naturalistic ~ not quite naturalistic.

but it is inclined to fall into 3 naturclistic quality. This con-

‘tradictc the fairy tale quality. which is always a mixture of real-

ity and unreality: end this mixturc makes the beauty of the fairy

tale. But if we consider what :3 saw as work in progress. than

this is not a mistake. If. however, it was the final atcgc of the

play. than it would be. In the plot, and in the text itself. the

fairy tale quality is lacking now. I feel the loss or the scene

in which tho boy is brought in, and the scene in which the book

of the law was used; These scenes rare pcrhcps more naive. but

they were more fairy tale like. It is important that you. as dir—

ectors. and the actors. should know that you are too near to

reality.

CHARACTERS:

Secondly, about characters. Hhilc the 01d King's char-

acter was better. almost all of the other characters have disapo

pccred. Again I repeat that if this is Just a stage in the pro-

gress of the play it is all right. if you are going to find other

characters. But if it is a final ntasc. it is wrong. because a1-

thoush 1m must never repeat even good thinga. and must improvise

freshly each day, on the other hand we must not lose the good

things which we have done. In Catherine's case. I feel that

the character of the seamstress was much better than the new

character. Blair and Paul's characters have gone. If you

continue this may and bring it to a certain final point.
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you must elaborate those oharactera or bring hack tho old ones

or give new characters. but do not leave them in this unbalanced

otnto.‘

An director. you much: give Paula son: scaffolding for

hor character; (-Jhon working with ohorootorn. you must remember

all the things we have spoken about: the cantor. tho invisible

body. econ thon you will gradually sot tho things which bolone;

to tho character." ‘l’ho ohmotora must be coaxed. by mono of

our Mothod. and tho ootor must not to loft to flounder ground-

Icuo. no that even tho character disappears. ‘

In this inotonoo tho dimotor says that ho felt that

tho oharaotora were tho actors! buoinoao. and he only gave than

small suggestions to go by. Thin is not quite right. From the

standpoint of tho uohool it in tho studonts' buoinoaa. but when

they on motors it in tho buoinaon of tho director. It in Quito

a. different poychologyu Thomfom. if no continua this work.

I would like the dimctor to 3319. the ohnrnotdro. to load and

to guide them. As a director you must know that if you giro tho

actor smoothing; interesting, ho will airman take it and will not

fool that ho is bains forced; If you do not tell him oleanLy

what you want. it in worse than being; forced. Sometime by

foroing him. he will fool much more free. just an by being free

sometimes ho will feel that ho is found to do somthins. The

psychology is n little distorted sometime.

with regard to the schema! It does not soon to no

that tho 5:01on corresponds very closely to the mo). performance.

It in a very good idea. but it must 31;; something for the motor -

how ho has to play. The mistake which you have made is that
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yoursehcme was intelleetuolly interpreted. It belongs to the

intellectual understanding of the play. but it does not give any

support to tho acting. The schema must be in the some key as

the actor‘s acting. The scheme in the psychological gesture of

the whole play. It can also be tho archetype for the play. It

can denteon everything . Just on tho seed onnteino tho oak tree;

but free an oak reed only an oak tree will grow. not 50:3 other

Kind. of tree;

‘ As director you must be aware of the things which your

intellect will suggest to you no corresponding to the play. The

Home in true of Terry's character. but in his case it in lens so

because hie character has led him to this more direct condensa-

tion of the will. However. on the principle it in wrong. lhe

director's mistake won'thac the ocylo was quite different in the

schema than in tho play - difforonc in dicanoiona, quelitioe.

and activity; It in only right to create a povehblogioel geo-

turo. archetype or schema if it really gives the ground on which

the aohorn can stand. or if it in something which inopiroo the

whole ploy;

There is oceathing vcvy good in the idea or the Magi-

einn; some actor'o trick in it. Then it dieappaarod and you

disappeared on an actor. Iou stoppod acting and you disappeared.

Here you lost because you did not know what to do? What was

your payehology when you disappooxod?

If you will continue this work later on, I would like

you to bring it to the moment when you are ready to show it on

tho stage, together with drawings for settings. costumes, make-up.
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lighting. etc. ’fhen we will stop this work.

FUTURE THEATRE PLANS: \

> 2101: 1:0 cone to the main point of today. I went to

tell you about the plan which I have for the coming term. As

you know, each term brings us nearer to the moment Inhen we shall

say: "Now we are really a theatre," to the moment when we will

perform our pleyu before the audience. to thonoeent when the

walls of the studio which protect us psychologically and physi-

cally will fall down. ‘.-.'c have to appear before the whole world,

and many stones will to thrown at us and into our hearts. tinny

stones will hurt us and many of our ideals will be laughed at.

tinny. many difficulties will come which will make us uncertain

during the first days of our real life. when the protecting walls

have fallen army: Each torn brnngs us nearer to tho crucial.

and yet desirable. moment. This is our last aim - the point to

which we are working.

I must sneak nith you quite openly about this: and

I know you will understand me because we are friends and can

speak honestly with each other. You have always allowed this.

and I will continue to do it. I don't make any reproaohos. but

I must point out certain things. the first of which is that al-

though you know me are coming nearer and nearer to the moment

when the walls will fall down, I don’t think you are really

preparing yourselves for it. Xou don't realize that this

crucial and. painful moment will come. You are still too quiet

inside. If you work hard in the studio. you are tired in the
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evening. but that does not moon that you are really working.

You may b3 spending many hours hoing ouch and such work. but

whether you are really working - this is another question.

I speak in general. because each of you is in a diff-

oront dogroo of this stage. What I moon by this real work. I

will toll you. I mean that you must got the feeling that in

opito of or because of all our sins and ideals. and because of

tho long way In have to go. HO must hovo 5 Egg; ”round under

our foot: Ho aunt feel that we don't want to to floundering

somotmoro "Luciforionlly." but we want to stand on the ground in

our profession. and thin fooling for tho ground is what am look

now; Knot does this mean? It means. first of all. (and now I

am going to Speak professionally) that you don't yet realize

what our profession actually in ~ the dovelopmont of tho ability

to have our fooIinoo in our 311;. without thin we are not stand-

ins on the ground. This is our ground.

If you more scientific poopla. your ground would be

thoughts. and you would have to develop the ability for logical

and objective thinking - the feeling for experiment, etc. If

you more religious people, your ground would be an active incorp-

oration of the spiritual ideas and desires of spiritual beings

through our will, to bring on the earth and rc-orcate the earth

through the power of our rdll. This is tho reol religious approach

to life. But there is a third roalm.which is ours: where the

rdll and the thought cross: and this is the moment that the feel-

ings begin to be born: and thto is the realm of art.
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'x’itheut theseMwe are not able to be actors

or artists. 11’ we think he am making efforts. 1!: does not wean

that we are creating a ground: so are only making effortn. But

at the moment when m ask ourselves what we are whim; efforts

for - the feelings - than we are creating our ground. iiithout

thin prefeeeionnl ground - without this: ability to get the feel-

ings and keep the: and re~eroato then and send them out -

rrlthowb this we are quite helpless nt the moment when the 259.11:

will fall don-n. Hitheutz this. any actor on the present stage

will be much better off than we will to at the end of our three

year course; lie will be able to hell: on the stage. quite freely.

end we will not be able to do this. He will be able to who

'ricke with his voice and his body which we will not be able to do:

he will be able to :mko tricks with his costume and maize-up.

whieh we will not be able to do. no will be simply free on the

stage. and m 11-111 not;

M: the meant when we appear on the stage before the

audience. m 17111 be eoepm‘ed with other contemporary actors.

and people will sny."Bu{: those are ehlldmn - the others are

actors.“ This is not our as; Our aim. is to shew on the stage

that an 1min: teehnimm can. exist. The: teams the ability be

 

Ke‘vfi oiiit his. rich realm of emotions and feelings in our power

and to he casters of our own feelings. This is a wonder which

will stop all criticism from eucaido. If: after three years,

Vyou are able to open your hearts and send your flnzc to the

audience. H19 audience 7:111 say. "Yes. there is something for

which. it 1:: worth while to sit the whom evening." They 1:111
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be fed by this flame, this life. and all the things we can give

them. And this is what the audience cannot get from the stage

at the present time. The preaent stage is dry. full of corners.

staccato.intelleetunl. and mechanical. Ihe stage is dead.

what in dead? the heart is dead on the stage.

If no can once understand that for us the real around

is the feelings. then no will understand that it is

worth while to develop an inner technique. without this Eggs;

which is flaming. the technique means nothing. If you one able

to do staccato and legato. it is not important if your heart is

sleeping; If, by making certaidéfiforte. xm are able to send out

the atmosphere. but it is an illusion, very soon the audience

will laugh at our attempts and 1m :n11 have to blush and say

that no have worked for three years and made certain efforts.

but there is no result. It is a very dangerous thing we are

approaching. but there is still time for us to get the under-

standing of what it means to work in this school and prepare

ourselves. But tn must open our eyes , and speak frankly with

each other. no oust acknowledge the weak point which will give

our enemies the possibility to throw stones in our hearts.

FIRE - FLAMING FEELINGS: ARCHETYPAL FEELINGS.

From the point of View of the feelings, I want you

to make a real effort to find how you can be the master of your

own flame. your own.henrt, your own feelings. It is worth while

to be tired from such. New I want you to go thnough the whole
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method which I have given you. and you will to aetcniuhod when

you realize that I have given ybu nothing rmieh does not lead to

the realm of your feelings, but only if it is understood in the

right way. For example. in the staccato and legato exercise.

I have seen you do this exercise many times when it was absolutely

nothing - it ”as dead like a machine. absolutely without feeling.

Then I have spoken to you about the notivity..tho etzonphere. the

need for the whole body to be permeated with this or that quality.

etc.. as a result of rmich you have done the some exercise so

beautifully that I. rmc know tho exercise so well. have felt that

I was present at n greet performance. have notched a great piece

of art.

This in for us like a central point. We must under-

stand everything from the point of View of our fanning heart.

He must say to ourselves that if tm are not doing the exercise

with a flaming heart, then we are doing nothing. We are losing

time end more than that. we are living in an illusion for which

we will have to pay mnen the stones will be thrown into our

heart: by the audience and critics. I want you to fig that I on

telling you - not only understand it. Then if you will really

think of all our exercises from the point of viow of the feelings.

you vdll save your time and energy. One day spent in this way

will to north three days if you will allon yourselves to do our

exercises by including the feelings. without this. our three

years will only be worth six months.
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RIGHT FEELINGS THROUGH RIGHT LEAHS:

By reminding you thdt our elm and ground is the

feelings. I don't speak about our personal. private feelings;

I speak about the feelings which belong to the reels which is

bigger then we ere. To the realm of feeling which oomos from

inspiration; If I say the line. ”To bo.or not to be.“ as if

it were my personal problem. no one will to interested in it -

it is too stall. In order to say those lines. I must get some

feelings. some electricity which changes my whole being: and

then perhaps I have the right to ask. ”To to. or not to be."

I am speaking about this kind of feelings. There is no need

to remain three years in a school to be able to say something

on the stage which belongs to so in my everyday life.

If I as such an actor. I vdll possibly get a his salary if I

have a his voice. and small parts and e small celery if I have

a small one; rho director will look upon :0 as a horse, and

say "yes" or "no"; but this has nothing to do with the school.1

EURY’DHMY :

Yb must ask ourselves 1mat we are attempting to

develop in the school. The answer is the i539; teehniguo which

will give us the inspired feelings - feelings which come from

inspiration. h1en you understand this point. you rdll realize

that everything rm have given you is leodhng you to this inspir-

stion. If you will really deeply pay attention to :Mat is given

you in Eurythuy. you will see that you have s golden key to the

inspiration; But only if you uill take the key and put it into
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the lock and turn it. Through Eurythmy you will be able to dis-

cover tho archetypal feelings.‘ If you take our exercises with

the archetype. you will see that this is another approach to

the same beautiful world of the feelings. The rhythmical or

fieychologieel gesture in again the key to open this door into

the feelings, which :m are trying to express on the stage.

You will find nothing in the Method which does not lead you

to the feelings;

Of course, you any say to so. "hm have been working

now for a year and a term. and you tell us that we have no feel—

ings. Perhaps, I}. Chekhov. your means are not sufficient."

I can only answer that I have trced to SEES you everything to

holp you. but whether you have really tried to gggg is my reply

to your imaginary question; where is the mistake? This.naain.is

not e reproach — only an effort to entnblish the business oon-

boot. I only possess technique: one gives and «nether takes.

If you think of hhet I have said to you. you will see that all

the means I have given you are keys. I have given you nothing

useless;

From my long practice as e teacher - I started in

Russia many many years ago - I have learned to distinguish

betxmen the means which are really helpful and useful. and those

iMioh £333 to be. I can give you a series of exercises rmich

325g to be helpful. but which are empty. I know them. I zwnt

through that long way myself es 9 student of the Eoseow Art Theatre.
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As a. student I had the experience of what is helpful and whet

is not. and spin as a teacher\- Then I worked with teachers in

three countries: and taught them.’ I taught children and young

people? This has been my first experience with English and

American students, and it has given me many things , but I must

tell you that my conscience is clear towards you - I have given

you nothing that is useless; If you will beige all the means I

have given you. you will find that each one of them is able to

open the door for you; This is one main point before we start

our new tern.‘

The second point: 3-10 have a. Method with which to

approach the world of the feelings. and we have to be able to

manage not only the world of the feelings, but the Liethod itself.

{to have spoken about this very often. mu must be able to use

all the means I have tried to ave you in the mthod, as: you

use your spoon and knife and fork. If you are not able to

master the Method. you will not be able to manage yourself on

the stage: you will be helpless; To be able to manage myself

and get myself in my power and to escape from this floundering

end accidental things which surround uo. That is what I mean

when I say that you are not yet able to manage yourself through

having the Method. mat is! why loot term I insisted that you

should take something. yourselves. from the Method as 9. ground

for improvisations. in order that you would feel this necessity

for mastering the Father} yourselves.
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There are two things: to manage the Method in one:

and to manage the feelings by Scans of the Method is another.

These two things will create for us the fire ground on which we

can stand when the protecting walls of the Studio must fall down.~

Then the stones can be thrown into our hearts. but we will know

that to have done all that we could do. believing it to be right.

Then we have only to suffer; and this is good: but to suffer and

to know that no have done nothing. this is a blow which really

hurts; The trunsos of conscience - this is a different kind

of suffering; Therefore. this term I want you totgko on your

slogan or device. the following: “To get the right feelings

through the right use of the Method.” This in that I want you

to work for throughout the whole term.

I want you to be straw that when I remind you about

this realm of the feelings. that we can only create this ground

if you are firmly standing on it. It is so beautiful when you

are able to nppecr on the stage end are sure that if you do this

technical thins inside you, you will really throw to your audience

so many intangible things which are the feelings vmich have come

as an inspiration to you - that your audience will say in the

first ten seconds. ”Yes. hero is something." Your stream of

something is so strong that you will set from the audience,

“Yes. we are ready." and then you rull get inspired because the

audience has sent its “yes" - the audience is open. Ehon you

must create with your audience. together. first this toy and then
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that. If you have one kind of audience. you will have one kind

of inspiration. and another foe another.

This intangible thing we call feelings is really

tangible - is a real ground. You can stand on this real ground

with confidence if you have atmosphere. contact. longes.

psychological gesture. etc. It in only the question of tech-

nique. Nothing can be more beautiful in art. If not this kind

of art, then better none. Any substitute for‘tho reel art in

the resin or the feelings is like an illness. If I an a painter

and I sit for years and years trying to find some expression.

it will lead me to the asylum. For everybody srt must be

fleeing. 0n the stage throughout the world today actors are

walking and contracting and "nemif" thinking, "ennif" looking.

This is a disease.

Who was Michelangelo? A human being as we are.

why. then. did he stand before his stones and rocks and prey

to God not to give him any more inspiration? or course. he

was a great genius, and we are only plain people: but it is 3

question of degree — but not a question or technique. of the

inner approach to life. If fidehelengelo was able to flame

with such power. it does not mean that we must do the gesture

of blowing out our flame. We must try to flame in the same

way. The question of degree does not mean anything. If you

have siio'h a 3:311 flame - but it is flame - it does not

matter. As long as it is s filggg. you must do everything

possible to make it burn. Phis is your human duty, your
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obligation to your destiny.

The flame hes the sake quality that Richclungelo's

flame had. although the dimensions may be different. It is

the Michelangelo quality. no matter what the degree is. and

we must know it. If you will look at the pictures of nichel—

enselo's sculpture. you will be astonished how the stone is

full of feeling, of flame. It is radiating. aha there is

nothing of the quality of dry, clever technique. The technique

is there, but on the basis of the flame. Without this flame

the technique would mean nothing - it would be a box with a

handle. nothing more. You con walk with it to the train. but

it does not exist. If you are full of feelings. there are no

boxes. It is life and flame which burns all the boxes. We

shall see Eioholangolols figures and we shall concentrate on

the hands. Each thing is a symphony of feeling. As we are all

Hioholnngelos in 2 lesser or bigger degree. we must produce the

same with our hands and arms. with our legs. our faces, and with

our eyes; The same. No less. I mean in the nature - in the

degree. perhaps. but the nature is the same. An artist is an

artist.

Our feelings penetrate and permeate each part of our

bodies - penetrating, rediatSng, livingiin atmosphere - flowing

through the psychological gesture — coming out of the

archetype, etc.
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In Fichelnngelo's sculpture you will see that the

feeling is really penetrating the cold stone. It you want to

call it a miracle, call it so. bcouuse it is a miracle. How

much easier it ohould be to penetrate our living being with

feeling! Only a certain effort is needed. To make an effort

and have a clear idea of what in are going to do. We are going

to love noncono with our hands - it in possible - or to ask

somebody something with our hands - or to persuade with our

hands. with our cheats. :dth our whole figure. It is possible

to do everything with a body 1mieh in full of feeling. Try to

remember our very first exorcise: “I have my body"; “By 'I am'

is moving my body." This in on appeal to the Hichelnngolo

sitting in un - to give the idea that I an lifting my hand.

All our exercises are appealing to this things how to con:

the feelings into our bodies.

Dy trying to persuade you to increase the teohniquc

of taking what I am trying to give you and to base it on the

idea of the feelings, I will try to help you in the following

two ways: whether I rdll be able to carry them out H111 depend

on you. First of 211. I will do only some specially selected

exercises vdth you. end wdll try to develop than more and more

in detail to deepen the understanding for them. And through these

exercises perhaps we xdll get a clearer. practical approach to

what I mean by getting the feelings.
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ACTOR—DIRECTOR RELATIONSHIP:

The second thing - an we are approaching nearer and

nearer to the crucial moment when we will be a theatre — I will

try to consider you sometimes as actors. and not as students.

I will be your director sometimen, so that you will see quite a

different psychology. low in the school we are developing conc—

thing together; soectimoo I an very happy about your succocu and

am suffering over your foiluroa. You have nuch_timo in 1mich to

prepare things. and I an waiting and keeping you in cotton wool

math lovo; Eat in tho theatre it is quite a different psychology.

As director, I will give you a task, and tomorrow it must be done.

It docs not concern the director how it is done. or how tired you

arc. because that in the psychology of the theatre. The opening

data in given ~ it nust be done. You must be able to do your

part. If not - goodbye! This is the psychology of the theatre,

and the psychology between actor and director - quite different

to that of etudent and teacher.

I :dll try to do this new lino. which is more like a

businoos line. I will try from ties to ties. as an exorcise. in

the following way; I will give you some small inprovisations,ac

if it is a rehearsal. I will give you something, ShOH you what is

wrong. when I went to have from you tomorrow. and tomorrow you will

bring me your work. This is the professional approach. In the school

it must he done in a different way. Being very cunning. I will use

the some thing for the feelings. I will give you some sketches to

do from tho the future playSV- as director to the actors. and will
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require the work fnnm you. It will not be real rehearsing.

but something a? :hnt kind, yafi will feel. That means thdc

at the same time 7m will be preparing the plays %dth which

I want to start our theatre.


